Thomas Comes to America, Book 3
Switches and Problems
Thomas continued to do all of the “switching” at the Girard station yard, while
James didn’t get much action. But there came a morning when the Fat Engineer came up
to James and said, “We’re goin’ to see if you can pull dat passenger train. Reliably. Da
Station Manager says you’ll pull it. But only if you can do it reliably. So, I don’t want
no trouble out of you.”
James was pleased. He was well aware that he wasn’t considered good for
shunting, but then, why should he be? That was for tank engines. He ought to be pulling
the passenger train. He had done so on Sodor. But after the problems on that last trip,
when Thomas has pulled the excursion, there had been a delay in getting regular
operations started. James couldn’t help but think Thomas was somehow at fault, but it
was clear also that the poor management of the railroad was a factor.
Since he was already on the siding with Annie and Clarabel, it was just a matter
of coupling up. The Fat Engineer made a bit of a fuss about this yet again, but James had
learned not to pay much attention. If he pulled the train regularly, there’d be no need to
couple and uncouple most of the time!
They set off, and went around the yard loop once, and yet once again. But, on
this second pass, James came to a sudden stop right as he passed the turnout that went
down the grade to Glendale.
“Not again!” exclaimed the Fat Engineer. “Same cotton pickin’ place as before!”
He checked everything out. “Steam. Water. Switches all right. Valves. But, nuttin’
seems wrong!” He asked the fireman if he had any idea what was wrong, but the fireman
didn’t.
“I don’t know. Not my job. I’m just the fireman,” he replied.
“Hey, you, mister talking engine!” the Fat Engineer called. “Git movin’!”

James felt miserable, and wanted to get going. But couldn’t! Something was
holding him up; the steam wasn’t reaching his pistons. He didn’t dare say anything. He
just hoped that the diesel wouldn’t come along about now like it did on an earlier
occasion when he was stuck here.
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“Not what I’d call reliable!” the Fat Engineer commented, and got out to check
things out. The fireman ran over to the nearby Flyer Station and used a telephone to call
the Foreman, to let him know what had happened.
The Fat Engineer fiddled with this and that, but couldn’t find the problem. He
and the fireman tried rocking James back and forth, to try and “make better contact.” But
James was too heavy for this to make any difference.
Then, here came Thomas the Tank Engine! Thomas stopped nearby, and the
Foreman, who was driving Thomas, came over to talk to the Fat Engineer.
“Hey! What‘r you doin’ here?” the Fat Engineer asked. “Where’s Frank?”
“His day off,” said the Foreman.
“You ain’t supposed to be runnin’ dat engine,” the Fat Engineer said with disgust.
“Against Union rules, ya know!”
“So you want to be stuck here when the Station Manager has to let the Owner
know what’s going on?” the Foreman asked.
“Da rules is da rules!” the Fat Engineer yelled.
“On this railroad, the rules are whatever the Owner says they are. And, I’m the
Foreman. So, if you want to keep your job, you get back on your engine and get ready.
I’m going to try to nudge you past the switch. See if that gets this red pile of junk going.”
“I’ll file a grievance!” the Fat Engineer exclaimed.
“Go ahead. But make it after we get this train out of the way.”
James could tell that the Fat Engineer wasn’t happy at all. Neither was the
Foreman. But, they got back to their engines. Thomas came around the loop and gave
James and his train a really big bump. It must have jolted James forward a foot or more.
“Ouch! That hurt” called Clarabel.
“Mind your manners!” called Annie.
“Uh oh!” said Thomas.
James suddenly found he could steam again. “Thank you, Thomas!” he called.
The fat engineer then stopped James to take a look and make sure the jar from Thomas
hitting his train so hard had not caused any damage. James and Annie and Clarabel were
OK, but Thomas was another story.
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The Foreman was not used to driving engines, and had not put the brake on
quickly enough as Thomas had come up. The jolt had knocked Thomas sideways so that
his front wheels left the track. A couple of track crewmen who has been working near
the coal loader came over and tried to help, but couldn’t get Thomas back on the rails.
The Fat Engineer and his fireman had some things to say about rules. “Gonna
take a crane to get dis engine back on da tracks. Not just pilot wheels dis time!”

Meanwhile the Foreman went to look for some more workers to help.
When he got back, the Fat Engineer had a suggestion. “How’s about I bring dis
engine up behind dat one? And pull, while your men use deir levers.”
The Foreman didn’t have a better idea, and said to do it. So, James took Annie
and Clarabel back to the siding, then came around behind Thomas. James did not have a
front coupler, which would have been very handy for this. But, he did have a hook. A
chain was used to attach the hook to Thomas, and then the Fat Engineer carefully applied
the steam, and James indeed pulled Thomas back onto the tracks.
“Good thing I was here and available to help you,” said James. “When you go off
the tracks, it ‘s a ‘big operation,’ needing good help!”
“You there be quiet!” yelled the Fat Engineer.
The Foreman, who was still driving Thomas, heard all this. After all, James was
facing him. He was surprised. He said, “That engine looked like it was talking!”
“Yes. Stoopid engine talks. Too much,” the Fat Engineer replied, calling forward
from James’s cab.
“Hey, I’m not stupid! I just got Thomas out of trouble!” complained James.
Nobody said anything for a while, as the Foreman just stood there staring at
James.
Thomas thought what James said was most unfair, since he was the one who got
stuck in the first place. But, the Foreman was back there. Thomas decided to stay quiet.
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“So, you can talk, huh?” the Foreman finally asked, looking right at James.
“Yes,” said James, and since he had just demonstrated how Useful he was, he
added, “Yes, and I can tell you some things that would help you run this railroad better.
The Fat Engineer didn’t want to listen. But, you know, there’s a lot of problems here.
Things that aren’t right. Like no engine shed, and no…”
The Foreman, who had been very surprised when James opened up his comments,
now interrupted. “That had better be, ‘Yes, Sir,’ if you are answering me,” the Foreman
said in a stiff tone.
James was not finished, though. “Engines really ought to be washed down
regularly, and this coal you have here is hard and stony. Not at all like good Welch
coal.”
The Foreman interrupted again. “You be quiet!” he said more loudly.
James heard him, and was about to go on, but then decided maybe he should wait
and let the Foreman thank him for the ideas, before he made some more suggestions.
The Foreman gritted his teeth, and spoke slowly and deliberately, as if James had
problems hearing. “I don’t want you to say another word! Not one!”
He got down, and went back to where the Fat Engineer was leaning out from
James’ cab, listening.
“Why didn’t you tell me we had a crazy talking locomotive on our hands?” he
asked.
“Would you have believed me?”
There was a hesitation. “No,” was the Foreman’s answer.
There was no conversation for a while. The Foreman must have been thinking it
over. Finally, he asked, “The other one too?”
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“Yep,” the Fat Engineer answered. “Gave Frank quite a start. Told me, ‘e did. I
thought he’d ‘ad one too many. No, lots too many. Calls itself Thomas.”
The Foreman didn’t answer anything, but walked up and stood in front of
Thomas. “So, you are Thomas?” he asked.
“Yes, sir!” Thomas answered enthusiastically. He was thinking about saying
more. Maybe asking some questions. He had lots of questions. But, after hearing what
the Foreman said to James, he decided maybe this wasn’t the time.
The Foreman walked back to James’s cab. “Talking engines, huh?”
“Yep,” the Fat Engineer answered. James noticed that he didn’t add ‘Sir.’
“If they talk, that means that they can think. And, no doubt think up all kinds of
trouble,” continued the Foreman.
“Yep,” answered the Fat Engineer.
“Does the Station manager know?” asked the Foreman.
“Nope.”
“Well, don’t tell him, OK? I’ve got to think about how to handle this.”
“You gonna tell ‘im?” asked the Fat Engineer.
“He’d think I was crazy,” answered the Foreman. “Who else knows?”
“My fireman. Frank and his fireman; he’s there with ya. I guess that’s it.”
James could not contain himself any longer. “And Annie and Clarabel, and about
a dozen cows at Glendale, and Black Bart, and 2034, and that diesel ‘The Geep’…”
“Now, you be quiet!” said the Foreman, who had hastened up to where James
could see him. “I wouldn’t believe you could talk. Not except that I see it with my own
eyes. But, you can’t tell me all this other rolling stock is talking too. Or cows. Never
has, never will! And, I don’t know that I like talking engines, anyway. Maybe we just
get rid of you, quick. Both of you.”
James decided that maybe this wasn’t the time to say more.
“You’d have ta tell da Station Manager. Why it is ya wanna get rid o’ dem.” the
Fat Engineer said. “An’ he ‘as ta tell da Owner.”
“Well, let’s put them away. And, talk about this later,” replied the Foreman.
The Foreman got back into Thomas, and took him back toward the yard. Then,
the Fat Engineer started James. But, as he pulled forward, James got stuck in exactly the
same place on the switch! The Fat Engineer had some very unpleasant things to say
about that.
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The Foreman saw what happened, and came back and gave James a shove with
Thomas, just as he had done before. But, this time he had more practice. Thomas stayed
on the rails.
“Thank you again, Thomas,” called James.
The Fat Engineer stopped James, and the Foreman stopped Thomas, and they and
their firemen met in between to talk about it.

“We got problems here,” said the Foreman. Why does this red engine always get
stuck here? Do you think it’s doing it deliberately?”
“James? Naw, ‘e means well. Somethin’ ‘bout da switch,” answered the Fat
Engineer. “Da other one. Thomas. Da one you’re drivin’. He don’t ‘ave no problem
‘ere.”
“Well, we can just put this one on a siding. Let the station manager know it can’t
even make the yard loop reliably. And, that should be that. He’ll let the Owner know.
Not like we need it; the Blue one already does all the switching. It can handle the train
too. Saves track space in the yard as well.”
“Yeah, and then ya lays off either Frank or me. And a fireman. And, I files a
grievance for dat, and anotter cause of you violatin’ Union Rules today.”
“Don’t you want to be rid of this thing? I expect we can justify a second engine
crew, even with just the blue one.”
“Thomas. Da blue one is Thomas. Yeah, James ‘as problems. I ain’t gonna say
no. But, dis ‘ere is the owner’s fault, not da stoopid engine. Look at dem switches. Da
way dey is all hacked up, an’ put back together. Owner just ’ad to squeeze in anutter
sidin’.”
“You criticizing the Owner?” the Foreman asked.
“Naw. But, ya know how ‘es always doin’ stuff on da cheap. An’ ‘e’s gotta
know dis ‘ere’s a problem. You ain’t seen Fairbanks Morse here, has ya? You know, da
Virginian? Don’t recall da number. Same contact spacin’, I’d wager. ‘Spect da Owner
got a good deal on dese here engines. An’, dey do got problems. Maybe ‘e didn’t know
about all the issues. No front couplers, fer one. But, I do kinda like ‘em. Da red one,
James: I think ‘e can be worth keepin’. ‘E can pull the passenger train to Glendale.
Ain’t got to go over dis here switch ta do dat.”
“These engines are trouble, and I’m going to see them gone, as soon as I can.”
“An ya gets a couple of grievances thrown at ya. Tell ya what. Ya let dis go, an’
I don’t file no grievance.”
“You can’t threaten me!” the Foreman replied angrily.
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“If dem engines can talk, dey can join da Union, too!” the fat Engineer added.
“No they can’t. No rule allows anything other than people in the Union.”
“We could see. But, we don’t need no trouble. How ‘bout let’s give it a try?”
The Foreman gave it a bit of thought, and finally said, “Well, we don’t have to
make a decision now. But as soon as the Station manager becomes aware of what we got
here, we’ll have to talk about it. And, I don’t think he’s going to like it any better than I
do. Meanwhile, I’ll not do anything unless there’s more trouble.”
“Good. No grievance, then.”
The Foreman didn’t reply to that, but said, “OK, let’s get these locomotives back
where they need to go.”
After he put James away on the siding with Annie and Clarabel, the Fat Engineer
had some words for James. “Ya hear me? I want ya to shut up. You keep quiet and
don’t you cause no trouble. Da Station Manager doesn’t need to know about dis, ya
hear? Ya go an’ cause trouble, den you is through. Only thing ya is good fer is haulin’
dat passenger train, an’ any engine can do dat.”
“Yes, sir,” replied James.
“Good. Ya understands,” said the Fat Engineer. He left.
James was concerned. Why was he brought here, anyway? He wasn’t
appreciated here! He had been a Very Useful Engine on Sodor. Nobody had ever
complained about his tender’s coupler there. He had never gotten stuck on switches, or
had problems with his pilot wheels coming off. Of course, there was the time the trucks
pushed him off into a field with cows, and the other time that… No, he didn’t need to
think about those things. On Sodor, problems could happen too.
So why, here, did he seem to be singled out as being ‘Useless’? Surely he was
more Useful than Thomas, a mere tank engine. Maybe the problem was that this railroad
didn’t have the long runs with respectable sized trains that needed an engine of his
quality to pull. Yes, that must be it. It all goes back to this being a poorly managed
railroad, he thought.
But, poorly managed or not, they were threatening him. What would happen if
the Foreman got his way? Would the owner actually scrap him? Surely not! Maybe he
would be sold to a different railroad. One with an Owner or Controller who managed his
assets well.
James assured himself that this was the case. He really didn’t have to worry.
Probably it would be better to go to another railroad. But, he wasn’t quite sure. Maybe
he had better still try as best he could to be Useful here. That’s what the Fat Controller
back on Sodor would want.
That’s what he would do.
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No Respect for Tradition
James was trying to be a good engine. The Fat Engineer had told him to be quiet,
and so he was keeping his silence whenever anybody was around.
Annie and Clarabel didn’t feel any similar obligation. Both coaches were irritated
at being shoved around recently, and didn’t mind who heard about it. “It was you, not us,
that the Fat Engineer told to stay quiet,” Annie said.
“Yes, nobody minds if we have something to say,” added Clarabel. “You might
be Useless, but we are needed to take passengers to Glendale!”
This kind of talk did not put James in a good mood. Seeing Thomas cheerfully
shuttling trucks about didn’t help improve his mood, either. But, he didn’t dare cause any
trouble. He didn’t want the Fat Engineer and Foreman to talk the Station Manager into
having him hauled off for scrap. Or sold to another railroad.
The day after James had all of the trouble at the switch, the Foreman and the Fat
Engineer and his fireman all came over to James. The fireman lit his fire. While they
were waiting, the Foreman was talking with the Fat Engineer. “I want to see for myself
what these engines can do. What all the problems are. We’ve got time, in case there are
problems. No local today, while they are working on the main line. Do everything you
can think of. I need to see it. Good as well as bad.”
They pulled out, with Annie and Clarabel following. “Whee!” chortled Annie,
happy to be out again. The Foreman, the Fat Engineer, and his fireman were all in
James’s cab, but they didn’t notice. The Foreman told the Fat Engineer to uncouple from
Annie. Then he had James come back around and couple to Clarabel.
“Hey, this isn’t right!” complained Clarabel.
The Foreman either didn’t hear, or didn’t pay any attention. The Fat Engineer
was surprised when there was no problem coupling up. “Engine’s behavin’ ‘imself
today,” he said. “Usually couplin’s a problem.” They went around the station.
Thomas called out to James, “Hey! You’ve got them backwards!” as the train
passed by. But nobody paid attention to him.
Annie said, “I don’t like this!” But, nobody heard her either.
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The Foreman told the Fat Engineer to take the loop, but this time do it at a fast
speed. “Problem is probably that the safety and reversing valves trip when it loses
contact, and this locomotive doesn’t coast like most of them do.” So, James took the
switches fast, and zipped right through with both coaches behind him, no problem.
Finally, the Foreman had James return to the siding.
“This isn’t right!” said Annie. She winced as she saw the buffer fast approaching,
but James stopped just in time.

“We are both still backwards!” complained Clarabel. “It’s tradition that Annie
always goes first.” But, still, nobody paid any attention.
James decided that he would stay out of it. After all, he had been told to stay
quiet. Clarabel hadn’t. She and Annie could complain if they wanted, and get into
trouble if they wanted. It wasn’t James’s problem.

The Foreman had the Fat Engineer return James to another siding. “Pretty good.
Fast braking. Good pickup. Handled that light load well. With enough speed we can get
over the switch. And this coupling problem seems to be manageable, though maybe not
for switching.”
“I told ya ’e ought ta be worth keepin’,” the Fat Engineer replied with satisfaction.
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James was pleased to hear this. He would tell Thomas about it later.
“Let’s try the other one,” the Foreman said.
So, all three of them, the Foreman, the Fat Engineer, and his fireman, walked over
to where Thomas had been watching next to the freight station.
While Thomas’s steam was being raised, the Fat Engineer told the Foreman that
those two passenger cars had always been coupled with “Annie” in front and “Clarabel”
in back, facing outwards like they were originally. “No reason to change it.”
“No reason they need to be left that way, though,” said the Foreman. “I don’t
want to move the freight cars. That’d mess up the loading work. We can play with those
passenger cars. Peculiar things, they are, with just four wheels. You say this engine is
useful for switching? We’ll just see!”
Thomas soon had enough steam to set off. He backed down and coupled to
Clarabel.
“Please put us back right again!” pleaded Clarabel.
But, Thomas decided this wasn’t the time to talk. The Foreman was running
things, and wouldn’t want advice on how to arrange the cars.

They played with Annie and Clarabel for quite some time. Coupling.
Uncoupling. Backing over switches, and onto the sidings. At one point, Annie and
Clarabel were even coupled facing each other.
“I don’t like this at all!” complained Annie, who was nose to nose with Clarabel.
“You are in my face! Get back!” retorted Clarabel.
“I may have to follow Thomas or James this close, but they don’t stare back at
me!” said Annie. “It’s not polite to stare. You should at least look off to the side.”
“You can just close your eyes, if you don’t like it!” Clarabel answered.
Thomas was afraid one or the other would uncouple themselves and make trouble.
But, they liked Thomas, and didn’t want him to get into trouble with the Foreman or the
Fat Engineer. So, despite their annoyance at the arrangement, they held on when they
should. Thomas was thankful. He wondered what they might have done if James had
been doing all this.
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Eventually, they were finally returned to the siding. The Fat Engineer must have
understood, even if the Foreman had no respect for tradition. Because, things were “right
again” by the time the exercise was over. Then Thomas returned to his spot next to the
freight station, and James was again brought back to couple to Annie on their siding.
“That went pretty well,” said the Foreman. “No problems at all, except not
having a front coupler. On either one of these engines. That’s a problem for a switcher.”
“Yeah. But, we got the loop. ‘E can turn that way. Takes a bit more time, tha’s
all,” replied the Fat Engineer. “And, since ‘e’s a tank engine, ‘e don’t take up much
space on the sidin’.”
“That sudden stopping is strange,” the Foreman said. “Like it had rubber tires or
something. Even Magnetraction doesn’t work like that. Worm drive maybe.” He
continued, after some thought, “I guess we can keep them for now. They do seem to be
in new condition. Wonder where the Owner got them.”
“England, or someplace like dat, I recon,” said the Fat Engineer. “Long way from
Pennsylvania, I’m sure of dat. Dey are peculiar, dat’s for sure!”
“Likely China,” replied the Foreman. “Seems all the manufacturing has been sent
over there.”
“China?” the Fat Engineer asked in amazement.
“Take a look,” the Foreman suggested.
The Fat Engineer told his fireman, “Hey, git down there and see. Should be
written underneath somewheres.”
It took a while, with the fireman complaining about having to crawl all the way
under the engine. “Not under the cab,” he shouted up. Finally, “Here is is. Yep. ‘Made
in China. Lionel L.L.C.’ Then ‘Lionel’ again.”
“I told you,” said the Foreman smugly.
“Waal, that expain some thin’s maybe,” the Fat Engineer replied. “Thought the
Brits made better stuff than dis. Lionel, too. Dat older Lionel stuff is better. Made in the
good ole U. S. of A.”
They secured James and Thomas, and then went back to the freight station.
James wondered. Made in China? He thought he was made in England. Sodor
was in England, not China! Right? Where was China, anyway? Now that he thought
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about it, he really didn’t know anything at all about how engines were “made.” In engine
shops, he had always supposed. Why wouldn’t those shops be in England?
James didn’t remember being made. Now that he thought about it, the earliest
thing he remembered was pulling trains on Sodor. But he had come from some other
railroad. “Bought” by the Fat Controller, he supposed. He was black originally, not red.
He had an accident. An accident because the poor quality wooden brakes he had come
with were no good. He didn’t remember coming from China. Maybe it was just that one
part of his frame that was brought from China. And those lousy wooden brakes. Maybe
they came from China. He knew Sodor was part of England. He talked like people and
engines in England. Not in the odd way they did here. And certainly not like someone
from China! However they sounded. He was an English engine. He decided that what
the fireman saw didn’t matter. He would ignore it.
So, after a while, when he was sure nobody else was around, James asked, “Did
you enjoy your outing?”

“No!” both Annie and Clarabel replied in unison.
“We are always supposed to be coupled like this, not those other ways,” said
Annie. “It’s how we always were coupled back on Sodor! Why would the Foreman put
us through all that? He has no respect for Tradition.”
“Maybe he doesn’t know our traditions,” said James. “Why would what a couple
of coaches want matter anyway?”
“Hmph!” retorted Annie. “Don’t makes us mad, James!”
“I’m just glad to be back the way we should be.” said Clarabel.
“Yes, that was horrible, having you so close up to me,” replied Annie.
“It wasn’t so nice for me either!” came back the retort from Clarabel. “But, do
let’s be friends again! We should have passengers soon. Isn’t that enough to be happy
about?”
James had to agree. Then, he would be the engine to pull the Passenger Train to
Glendale, and he would be Useful again indeed!
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Passenger Service to Glendale
It had been a few days since James and Thomas had been all over the yard with
Annie and Clarabel. In all that time, the local freight had not come by. James was happy
not to see the diesel, and told Thomas so. “They can just stop freight service, for all I
care. I’d be happy never to see that diesel again. The one with no number.”
“Black Bart says it is number 2338. Do you suppose it can have a number but not
be marked? We don’t have numbers except on our tenders, and it doesn’t have a tender.”
“Nonsense,” replied James. “But, speaking of Black Bart, we haven’t seen him
for a while either.”
“Or 2034,” added Thomas.
“That other engine you were talking to several days ago?”
“Yes. I told you, didn’t I? That 2034 was the owner’s first engine.”
“Well, he hasn’t been back. He or anyone else,” said James.
“You remember when I took the excursion to Glendale? The streamliner was
stuck; seems there were problems on the main line. Maybe the main line is out or under
repair, and that’s why nobody has been here to visit.” Thomas continued.
“So, maybe we ought to go there, instead!” replied James.
Thomas didn’t think that made much sense. If the main line was out, what good
would it do to take passengers or freight to Glendale? They wouldn’t be able to transfer,
because no trains would be running on the main line. And, if the express and other trains
were not running, he or James wouldn’t be able to run on the main line either. Thomas
thought about explaining this to James, but decided not to. James wouldn’t want such
comments from a mere tank engine like Thomas.
But, as it turned out, James was right. He did get to go, even if no farther than
Glendale. The Fat Engineer came to get James ready to go. “We’re goin’ ta do a trial
run,” the told James. “Another trial run. We don’t want nothin’ goin’ wrong tomorrow,
ya hear? So, if you is gonna cause trouble, do it today. Not tomorrow. Anythin’
wrong’s gotta be fixed today. Foreman and Station Manager gonna be watchin’.”
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James knew there was a place on the loop track switch where he sometimes got
stuck. But, the passenger run was to Glendale, so he would be taking the turnout down
the grade instead of the yard loop. The switch shouldn’t be a problem. But, as James
came around the loop and took the turnout, his pilot wheels jumped the track. He came
to an immediate stop, fortunately before his drivers came off too. Now, James had not
meant for this to happen. He was glad it wasn’t tomorrow. But, he wondered if this
would result in Thomas, not him, getting to pull the passenger train.

The Fat Engineer, and the Foreman, and the Station Manager, who were all along
for the ride, didn’t seem to be surprised at having trouble.
“These darned hacked up switches, again,” the Foreman commented.
He then had some track crewmen help lever James’s pilot wheels back onto the
rails.
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“We’d better make sure this isn’t going to happen again,” said the Station
Manager. He told the Fat Engineer to run back and forth over the turnout again. And,
again, the pilot wheels started to climb the points and derail, but the Fat Engineer saw the
Foreman’s signal and stopped in time.
“Lemme try it without da cars,” suggested the Fat Engineer. The fireman
uncoupled James from Annie.
He ran back over the turnout, and this time James made it without a problem.
“So, it’s the fault of those Brit passenger cars!” said the Station Master.
“Annie, you shouldn’t be trying to pull James off the track!” whispered Clarabel.
“I’m not!” Annie replied.
For a moment, she thought the Foreman might have heard her. He looked her
way, but Annie stayed very still and quiet. Then he looked away. Annie was relieved;
she didn’t want any more complications now, and decided to stay quiet.
“Can’t be jus’ the cars,” said the Fat Engineer.
“Yes, it can,” replied the Foreman, now no longer looking at Annie. “They have
frame mounted couplers instead of trucks, so this car wants to pull the tender off to the
side, and it pulls the engine.”
“Maybe it’s the combination. This is a reverse curve, and a tight one, and it’s also
on a turnout. That’s asking for trouble,” the Station Manager said.
“I think maybe it ain’t just the switch,” one of the track workers said. “I been a
watchin’. The pilot seems to lift a bit even before it bites the points. Maybe the track
comin’ up to the switch ain’t level enough.”
“Good thinking, Hank,” replied the Foreman. He had the Fat Engineer back
James and his train up, and the track men went to work, using wedges and levers to lift
the rails just a bit higher approaching the switch. “We can do a better job of this later, if
it works,” the Foreman commented.
At last the job was done, and James approached the switch. He made it! The
pilot wheels stayed on, and he headed down the grade.

“Do it again!” ordered the Station Manager.
James must have run back and forth a dozen times over that switch, and his pilot
wheels stayed on every time.
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The Foreman and Station Manager got back on, and told the track crewmen to
come too, “Just in case.”
“OK, dis’n was da track,” the Fat Engineer said to James. “Looks good now.
But, I’m tellin’ ya. Dis better not happen again tomorrow!”
James was actually quite relieved. He was afraid that this incident would take
him off the passenger run, but it seemed that was still on.
He made it down to Glendale without further problems, took the reverse loop
there, and headed back to Girard without stopping. The Fat Engineer had him go back
and forth over every switch two or three times, and all seemed well. Finally, he and
Annie and Clarabel were returned to their siding for the night.
After the difficulties of the previous day, the first actual paying passenger run
went very smoothly. James backed up toward Girard Station. The platform was crowded
with passengers and people there to see them off, or just there to enjoy the event.
Clarabel could see well, and told him later that there was a fat politician making a short
speech and a big ribbon that he cut in half, letting it fall into the dirt and across the rails.
Then, James backed Clarabel and Annie to their loading positions beside the platform.

Some of the passengers were ones who had been on the excursion earlier, Annie
saw. There was the woman with the little white dog. A little girl wearing a red dress,
with a reddish colored dog, went up to James and said, “You are the wrong engine!”
James wanted to answer, but he had been warned by the Fat Engineer to stay
quiet. So, he didn’t answer.
“You aren’t friendly like the other engine. The Blue one,” the girl said.
James, of course, knew that he was very friendly, as well as being Very Useful,
and it hurt to hear her say that. So, as he blew off a bit of steam, he whispered, “I’m
James.” He hoped the hissing would cover the words, and that the Fat Engineer, the
Foreman, and the Station Master, all standing nearby, would not notice.
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The little girl’s dog heard, though. He started barking at James.
“Well, James, maybe you are polite, but I like the other engine better!” replied the
little girl.
James let off some more steam, hoping to cover up that she was talking to him.
Then, when the dog started sniffing around his wheels, he let off more steam to scare the
dog off. His fireman was helping; he made sure James got plenty of coal to make steam.
“And you aren’t friendly to Ruff!” the little girl added.
James was hoping by now that she would just go away and take her dog with her.
And, that’s what happened. The Conductor called, “All aboard!” The last passengers
scrambled into Annie and Clarabel. The Fat Engineer opened the throttle, and off they
went as the remaining crowd waved and cheered.
Around the loop they went, and down the grade to Glendale, past the bend of the
hill, along the level, then into the station. All without the slightest hitch! James was so
relieved that he blew off a lot of extra steam as he braked into position beside the
Glendale station. “Ya done good!” the Fat Engineer told him as they came to a stop.

James was pleased. Pleased and relieved. He wished that he could thank the Fat
Engineer for trusting him to make this run, but he was still under orders to “Be quiet.”
He knew the Fat Engineer understood. He was just so happy that all had gone well!
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James had been so intent on not doing anything wrong, that he had not noticed
much of anything else on the way down. He was especially careful with his pilot wheels,
and watched the track for any problems. So, now that he was stopped, he finally looked
around. Aha! The cattle were gone. And their pen! He looked for the streamliner that
would be picking up his passengers. But, instead, there was old engine number 2034!

James was surprised. What was 2034 doing here? Where was the streamliner
Thomas had told him about? Why, 2034 was as small as old Edward, back on Sodor.
Different wheel arrangement, though. Edward had four pilot wheels, a useless
extravagance in James’s opinion. Like Edward, this engine had only four drivers. Too
few, James thought, for a serious engine. Why, even little Thomas had six.

James wanted to call over to the old steam engine and ask why he was there. But
he thought to himself, no, he’d better not. Right now the Fat Engineer was pleased, and
surely the Foreman and Station Manager too. He didn’t want to give them reason to
change their minds. So, he stayed quiet. Old 2034 seemed inclined to stay quiet too.
After a few minutes, though, it was apparent why number 2034 was there. With
surprisingly quick chuffs, 2034 accelerated out of the station, pulling a three car
passenger train.
As he watched, James decided he wasn’t so awfully happy anymore after all. He
wondered to himself, Why is that old clunker of an engine pulling that express, that
passenger train, on the main line? And I’m stuck here with a piddling two car branch line
run. The more he thought about it, the more James thought about how much better things
ought to be. He took some consolation though. Those do look like mighty old coaches,
he thought to himself. Not like the streamliner Thomas told me about. Why, the colors
don’t even match! One is green, another blue, and the observation coach is red! Not a
pretty red, like his, either. More of a brown. And, it doesn’t even seem to have lights in
it! Ha! What a shabby train! Trains on Sodor were much better than they are here.
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Everything was much better on Sodor! Probably it will break down before it gets to the
next station, with that old engine in front. Maybe I’ll be called to come rescue it. Then,
everybody will see and understand what an Excellent and Useful engine I am!

Thinking about this made James feel better. It always made him feel better to
think that some other train was worse than his, even if it wasn’t. But, soon it was time for
him to go. He thought to himself that he had proved very well how good he was today.
Surely someone important, like the Owner, would notice.
James passed through the loop tunnel and onto the main line until he came to the
Girard turnout. People waved from the Glendale station as he passed. Around the hills
and up the grade he went, handling the slope easily. “Unlike Black Bart,” he thought to
himself, taking comfort feeling that he was better than that other tired old engine.
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Around the yard loop James went, and pulled up to the Girard station with Annie
and Clarabel. People cheered as they came in. They are cheering for me! Thought
James. Those waiting then shouted greetings to passengers coming in after transferring
from the main line train. Also to a few who had made the ride to Glendale and back just
for fun. Just to ride with me! thought James. Eventually, they all left. James returned
with Annie and Clarabel to their siding.

When they were alone, Annie said, “You did very well today, James!”
“Yes, I know,” he answered.
“Did you see that other train?” Clarabel asked.
“Yes. Shabby, wasn’t it?” James replied.
There was no answer for a while.
“I thought the express was a streamliner,” ventured Clarabel. “It was, when we
went to Glendale with Thomas.”
“I think James is right,” agreed Annie, “We are much nicer than those old
coaches. Even if they do have bogies.”
“And lights,” added Clarabel.
“And longer. And passageways between the coaches,” Annie continued.
“Well, we are just right for this branch line,” concluded Clarabel. “And we have
an engine who is Adequate. Yes. Exactly Adequate for a short light branch line and a
two coach passenger train. Why, we can all be very happy here, right Annie?”
James thought Annie and Clarabel were just being silly, like coaches and trucks
often are. No, he was better than just a branch line engine! He ought to be pulling an
express. He’d just have to ask the Fat Engineer to help arrange it.
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A Troublesome Train
There were two steam engines from Sodor in the little yard at Girard. Neither one
of them was happy.
Two days ago, and yesterday, James pulled the passenger train to Glendale. His
passengers transferred to the express, pulled by old engine number 2034. Other
passengers returned with him to Girard. James would have been happy, but he fancied
himself better suited for pulling the express than old 2034. It was an important job, and
needed a better engine!
Thomas was unhappy for very different reason. The local freight had not been
coming by, and so he had no cars to switch. He didn’t even have anyone to talk to.
James could talk with coaches Clarabel and Annie, where he was coupled to them on the
siding. But Thomas was stuck next to the freight station, all alone, with nothing to do.
Then he heard it! A diesel was struggling up the grade. Thomas would not
normally have been happy to have a diesel coming to his yard. But that would mean,
finally, some switching to do. So, he looked forward to the visit. Maybe the diesel
would even talk. Thomas had heard from James that he could, if he wanted to.
James, who was closer, saw that it was indeed the same diesel engine with whom
he had some unpleasant words a week or so ago. He remarked to the diesel cheerfully,
“Having a hard time of it, eh?”

The diesel didn’t answer. James knew the diesel wouldn’t be happy about how
hard he had to work up the grade. It was actually a bit surprising. Some of those cars
must be heavy, James thought. The train entered the far loop, but then suddenly came to
a stop near Flyer Station.
The diesel’s driver got out, looked at the tracks, then got back in again. Then,
after nothing happened, he got back out and looked at the tracks some more. The guard,
as James called him, came up from the caboose, and one of the track crew working
nearby wandered over to ask what was wrong. Pretty soon, the whole track crew was
working to try and fix the problem.
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James wasn’t sure why the track there would stop the diesel, and figured there
must be something very wrong with that engine. James was happy to see that he wasn’t
the only engine to have problems on the loop. He waited to see what would happen. He
was due to pull the passenger train to Glendale soon, and the diesel was fouling the
tracks.

Suddenly the diesel gave a beep and almost leaped forward. The track workers
dodged out of the way, but then the diesel stopped again and wouldn’t move. James
heard the Foreman and Station Manager exchanging words as they walked by. “We have
to have that track clear and operating, and soon!” the Station Manager said.
“It’s the power connection for the uncoupler track,” replied the Foreman. We’ll
have to bypass it, until we can pull the whole section and replace it.”
The workers labored at this for quite a while, and jury rigged some sort of an
electrical cable to something they brought in. On the Foreman’s signal, the diesel again
came to life, and once more everyone leaped clear as it rumbled past the station.

James was sure the diesel would pull past on his left as it usually did, and clear
the track so he could get out. But, no! This time it went to his right, just in front of him.
“Hey, you are in the way!” called James.
“I don’t think he cares,” commented Annie.
“But, we need to pick up our passengers, and get to Glendale!” muttered James.
The diesel pulled past the barrel loader, but stopped before he cleared the tracks to
the station. The guard van was in the way!
“Did you notice anything different about 2338 today?” asked Annie.
“You mean that diesel? The one Black Bart says is number 2338?” asked James.
“Yes, that one, number 2338,” said Annie.
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“I did! I noticed!” called Clarabel from the back.
James wondered what those silly coaches were talking about. “It’s just that stupid
diesel. The one with no number that Black Bart says is number 2338. What do you
mean? I don’t have time to play ‘Twenty Questions!’ We have to get to Glendale!”
“Annie, we know something he doesn’t!” called Clarabel in a teasing tone.
James just blew off steam in irritation.
Meanwhile, Thomas has a good view of what was going on at the barrel loader.
There were problems. The operator on the train started dumping barrels. But the big
white man who operated the loader couldn’t get his machinery to work! The barrels piled
up, helter-skelter. The two men started yelling at each other, and saying bad things,
which didn’t make the barrels behave any better.

The Foreman showed up, then the Station Manager. Lots of unpleasant things
were said, but it still didn’t help sort out the barrels. Finally the track workers were
called over to see if any of them could figure out what was wrong.
“Looks electrical. Again.” One of the workers said. “And, it’s hard to get to.
This is going to take some heavy lifting to fix.”
“And time,” another one added.
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Thomas saw what they meant. His engineer, Frank, had been over with James
getting ready for the trip to Glendale. But he was called over now to move Thomas back
to clear the way for taking apart the barrel loader. This put Thomas close to the diesel,
which was idling on the loop behind the freight station.

Thomas couldn’t see the diesel, but he could hear him. So, he called, as cheerily
as he could, “Hello! I’m Thomas! Looks like we are having some barrel problems.”
Thomas didn’t really expect an answer. The diesel had never answered before.
But this time, after a pause, he heard a reply over the rumbling of the idling diesel. “You
the blue steamkettle? I don’t want to hear about problems with the barrel loader.”
Thomas was amazed to get an answer. The diesel had never answered one of his
greetings before. “Oh! Yes, I’m the blue tank engine! My name is Thomas. You are
called The Geep? What is a Geep? Do you live at a big station somewhere? Are there
other diesels there? Other steam engines? What’s your engineer’s name? Have you
always pulled the local? What’s in that white boxcar? And that big flat car….”
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“Put a lid on it, kid,” came the reply.
Thomas didn’t recall asking about anything that needed a “lid.” Maybe that was
one of the new words he needed to learn. Like “switching” and “caboose.” He was
about to ask clarification on that point, when the diesel continued.
“I can do anything. I’m a general purpose locomotive. Sometimes called a road
switcher.”
Thomas waited for the diesel to say more. But after a few moments, he decided
he’d ask some more questions. After all, it looked like they would be there a while.
“Oh, that’s like James! He’s a special mixed traffic engine. The Fat Controller
said so. I think that means the same thing as ‘general purpose.’ Back on Sodor. I’m
from Sodor. It’s in England. Where are you from? Where is this, anyway? I mean,
besides Girard. Where is Girard, I mean? Do you know how I came here?”
“This is Pennsylvania, of course,” replied The Geep. “And ‘special mixed traffic
engine’ means the locomotive is stupid and useless. Not good like ‘general purpose’
which means useful for everything.”
Thomas didn’t think The Geep was quite right in his description of what ‘special
mixed traffic engine’ meant. But it seemed impolite to say so. Besides, the diesel had
more to say. Thomas was surprised he could remember more than one question at a time.
“The main station isn’t built yet. Just a platform now,” he said. “It’s a mess. I’ve
seen worse though.”
Just then, the diesel’s engineer came back from having a cup of coffee in the
foreman’s office. He gave his mug to the woman who had walked to the end of the
platform with him, and said, “Thanks, Becky. See you next time.” He climbed back into
the diesel’s cab. The diesel must have decided it was time to quit the conversation, so
Thomas decided to stay quiet and not ask anything else. Besides, the barrel loader was
being put back together. It looked like the workmen were finishing up.
Soon the machinery was working again, and The Geep pulled his train around the
loop, and up next to James.
James was busy thinking about needing to pull his train to the passenger station
for his run to Glendale. Clarabel said passengers were back there waiting. Some were
getting impatient. So, the sudden noise from his left took him completely by surprise.
Buzz! Whap! The doors of a white boxcar flew open, and something shiny went
flying onto the small platform next to James. By the time James looked back, the doors
were shut again. Then, Buzz! Whap! Again, the door popped open, and a little white
man threw a shiny can out onto the platform.
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In rapid succession, five or six cans got thrown out of the boxcar. James had
never seen anything like it. He had wondered about that small platform, but he wondered
even more at the haste, and seeming carelessness, with which the goods were handled.
“Those milk cans must be pretty sturdy,” commented Annie, who also had a good
view of the proceedings.

Aha. Milk. That was what it was, thought James. He didn’t know milk was
customarily handled this way. At the end of the operation, cans were scattered all over
the platform, but, they were delivered!
James was so intrigued by the milk delivery, that he forgot all about getting to the
station to pick up his passengers. Frank, one of the engineers who normally took
Thomas, was just about to give him steam. But then the diesel got moving again. He
dropped off the guard van beside the milk platform. “That fouls the track!” James said to
Annie. Then the diesel crossed in front to block the track the other way, too! As if that
wasn’t bad enough, then he had the nerve to back down beside the passenger station, to
exactly where James needed to be!
“Get out of the way, you louse!” James called. He was preparing to say
something more emphatic, something he had heard the Foreman say. But then, suddenly,
he heard a crash!
“Looks like there has been an accident!” called Clarabel.
James knew this would cause delay, but he was pleased anyway. He thought to
himself, Now that stupid diesel will get in trouble! It’s his fault. Maybe I’ll get to pull
his trains, as well as my passenger train. I can do much better!
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Thomas, who was on the other side of the freight station, saw the two boxcars
waiting to be picked up suddenly shudder. The last freight car in the diesel’s train, a
heavy lift car carrying a mysteriously wrapped cargo, had hit the boxcars. Thomas
supposed that the diesel, despite being “general purpose” and having a front coupler,
really wasn’t all that practiced at switching.
The crash got the Foreman’s attention. “What now?” he called in a disgusted
voice. He and the diesel’s engineer checked things out. All the cars were still on the
track. But there was more delay. The Station Manager appeared, demanding an
explanation for the crash, which held up the diesel’s engineer still longer.

“Well, just drop that heavy lift car here. My switcher will move it later. Come
back for it and the boxcars tomorrow. We have to clear the track for the passenger train
right now!” he told the engineer.
“We’ll be gone in a jiffy,” the diesel’s engineer promised. But, he wasn’t.
Suddenly, there was a loud buzz. A car carrying a half dozen silver barrels car
was just passing the sawmill, where it was supposed to uncouple from the heavy lift flat
car. The car frame tipped over, and barrels went flying, right onto the pile of logs waiting
for the sawmill. Some were left wedged between the car and the sawmill platform.

The Station Manager was not pleased. “I thought I ordered this uncoupled! Not
unloaded!” He was not shy in elaborating on this theme. The Foreman wasn’t pleased
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either. The diesel’s engineer complained that it wasn’t his fault. Soon the weary track
workers were summoned. Thomas could hear their discussion.
“What’s the disaster this time?” one asked with a resigned voice.
“What happened here?” asked another
“Who knows! But more work for us, don’t ya know!” came a reply.
“Ya. Work! Work! Work! Work! Work!” said another, breathing hard.
“Time to call OSHA,” the first one remarked.
They got to work, just trying to get the barrels clear enough so the diesel could
depart. It took a while. The barrels were heavy, and leaking a bit. A good bit of pushing
and shoving was needed. The Foreman and Station manager just stood around watching
the men work. They had lots of advice and commentary.

Finally, the workers got the barrels out of the way. Then the diesel pulled away,
leaving the heavy lift car. But, instead of dropping it off beyond the station as was
intended, the car detached right in front of James, blocking the points! The Geep didn’t
care. He just picked up his caboose, and was last seen disappearing down the grade to
Glendale, heedless of any problems. The Foreman yelled, and the Station Manager got
excited too, but it didn’t do any good. The diesel’s engineer just wanted to get away
from Girard, where everything was going wrong.

Good riddance! Thought James. But, he would soon find that The Geep left a
surprise for him. But, then, that’s the next story.
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Troublesome Caboose
James now wondered what was going to be done. He needed to get his train to
the platform, pick up his passengers, and take them to Glendale. He was already late!
Now, he was stuck. There was a heavy lift flat car across the switch from his siding onto
the yard track. He couldn’t leave his siding with that flat car in the way! And, he
couldn’t push it, either, because he’d be coming from the side.

“We could pole it,” suggested the fireman.
“Nope. Against the Rules,” said Frank, who was getting as impatient as James
was.
The Foreman showed up. “Frank, get yourself to that other engine. Use it to get
that blasted thing out of the way.”
Because Thomas had been moved earlier, the water in his boiler was still warm.
It did not take long for him to get into action. He went around the loop and came back so
that he could get into position to couple to the flat car. It seemed to take a long time.
James was getting more and more impatient. “About time!” he groused to Thomas, who
was all too cheery about running around, while James was stuck waiting.
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“This has to be the worst run railroad ever!” he shouted as Thomas was coupling.
Why, even the turnout signals are wrong! Look at this one! It shows red when the points
are straight! Here we are way behind schedule, and that diesel fouls up everything with
his scattered barrels and scattered trucks. The track is bad. And…”
James continued to complain, but by then Thomas was gone and couldn’t hear
him anymore.
Frank and his fireman finally got back to James. With the track clear, James
pulled out and backed down Annie and Clarabel to pick up the passengers.
“Quickly! Quickly!” called the conductor. The passengers didn’t need to be told.
They had been watching all of the chaos, and getting aggravated at the long wait also.
James’s driver Frank got the signal, and opened the throttle.
Maybe he was going faster than usual. Maybe Annie rocked a tiny bit more than
normal going over the turnout near Flyer Station. All of a sudden, Crash! James felt a
sudden big tug from his tender, and came to an abrupt stop.
“Aaeouch!” cried Annie loudly.
What now? James thought.
The “what” turned out to be that Annie had collided with the Flyer Station roof!
Both must have been strongly built. The roof and Annie seemed to be OK, but the whole
Flyer Station was moved on its foundation, platform and all!

The tired workmen were summoned again to the scene of the trouble. The
Foreman directed them to just try to get the station back a bit more so the train could get
going again. Passengers shouted encouragement. There was a lot of straining and
groaning and pushing with levers. Pretty soon the station was budged just a few inches,
enough to clear Annie’s roof.
So, finally, James was able to get going again. Whew! What was he, now, two
hours late?
“That hurt, a lot!” remarked Annie.
But, James didn’t really care. “We are late!” he replied. Finally, away from the
yard, and on the open road! he thought as he started down the grade towards Glendale.
But we will get to Glendale, and there won’t be a train for my passengers. The express
will already have left!
When James got to the Glendale station, sure enough, there was no train waiting.
Frank returned from visiting the Glendale Station managers office. “Ha! The express is
later than we are!” he announced. The passengers were told too. They all waited
anxiously on the other platform.
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Soon after, another train came into view. “Looks like a goods train, backing up,”
called Clarabel. “I see the guard van. Why, that’s the same guard van on the diesel’s
train!” She chortled, “I’ve never seen anything like this before!”
Annie and James wondered what this strange train could be, that had Clarabel so
amused.
The train wasn’t the goods train, as it turned out. It was the express! But with the
locomotive 2034 pushing a guard van in front of it! Clarabel thought it was quite a funny
sight, and so did Annie and James when they finally saw it.

“What are you pushing a guard van for?” called James to the other engine. “Back
on Sodor, guard vans are at the back, and are not even needed on passenger trains!”
“It’s a caboose. Don’t you know what a caboose is? Found it on the tracks,” said
2034 grumpily. “Must have come uncoupled on the turnout. Here. Your problem now.”
“What do you mean, ‘my problem’?” asked James.
“You’ll see. I’m pulling the express,” replied 2034. “No time to fool with this
thing. You can take it. Take this caboose and shove it! Shove it up the track, out of my
way!”
The other engine, number 2034, pushed the caboose past the turnout. He then
backed down to in front of the station to pick up his passengers.
James didn’t want the guard van, which is what he knew it was. Caboose indeed!
Engines and people here didn’t seem to know the right words for things! And if 2034
thought James wanted a guard van, well, he was wrong!
But, 2034 turned out to be right. The men riding the caboose jumped out and ran
to report to the station manager. The station manager then came to talk to Frank. “You
gotta get that caboose out of here. Take it with you back up the line. I don’t have a
siding for it!” he said.
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James was annoyed that Frank agreed, without even any argument! He would
look silly indeed with a guard van following two coaches! However, that’s what he had
to do. James uncoupled from Annie, and pulled up to the guard van. But, he had no front
coupler! He had to push the errant car out of the way.
The guard van said, “Hey! Quit shoving! You’ll be sorry!”
But, James had to, and did. The caboose did make trouble. It was as troublesome
as any truck James had met on Sodor. His buffers didn’t meet anything, and then his
buffer bar rode up over the coupler, lifting his pilot wheels a bit. The pilot came off the
rails twice while he shoved the stupid guard van back through the tunnel loop to a
position behind the other train, each time causing more delay and annoyance.
A crew from the Glendale station helped Frank and his fireman get the wheels
back on each time. They complained bitterly about having to do such work. “We are just
supposed to handle baggage!” they said. The troublesome guard van also tried to hit the
last car of the express, but 2034 alertly pulled out of the station just in time.

James then was able to come back around, and pick up Annie and Clarabel. Then
he coupled to the guard van on the main line beyond the station. All while having to
endure more comments about his unsuitability for “switching” by the station master and
Frank.
As he passed the Glendale station, they were glad to see them go! “At last! Time
to go back home to Girard!” he called to Annie and Clarabel. James had been very
annoyed with this errant guard van, and at 2034 for leaving it for him to handle. He had
forgotten that he had been anxious earlier to get away from Girard, and all its problems!
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The trip back seemed to go smoothly. As James chugged up the grade into the
Girard yards, he thought to himself, “Finally, a trip without a problem.”
“Oh, James! I have something to tell you!” called Clarabel.
“I don’t want to hear it!” replied James, who was concentrating on getting up the
grade. Not difficult for a good engine, of course, but he needed his attention.
“You’re not going to like it!” Clarabel continued.
“Be quiet! We have to get to Girard Station” James called back. He decided to
ignore Clarabel. Coaches were silly, not serious and competent like he was.

Frank, James’s engineer, must have also been just concentrating on just getting
home. They pulled into the station, and the passengers, who were hours late getting to
the Girard station, disembarked quickly.
James, now that his mission was done, said to Annie and Clarabel, “We are back.
Finally. So, what could be wrong?”
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He was aware that the poor exhausted workmen were still laboring over the mess
where the diesel had spilled the barrels at the sawmill. But, that wasn’t his problem.
The passengers were late. But, that wasn’t his fault, and no longer a problem either.
The Station Manager hastened up to James, and said to Frank, “I got a telegram.
From Glendale. Said you were bringing a caboose up here. Where is it?”
“Yes, we coupled it up just before we left. It’s not….”
“No caboose.”
The conductor came up, and said, “I think we lost that caboose just as we left the
main line. I was checking tickets. As we came up the grade, I saw that it wasn’t there. It
was shortly before we got here, so I didn’t signal an emergency. Figured I could report it
now.”
“Confound it!” the Station Manager exclaimed. “That thing could be on the main
line! I’d better report it right now.” He rushed back to the station.
Not my problem, thought James to himself. No, this was a management problem.
All brought on with the visit of that diesel and its train! He hadn’t wanted that
troublesome guard van anyway! Still, suppose someone blamed him?
“Why didn’t you hold onto that guard van, Clarabel?” James asked.
“I did! But it let go!” Clarabel answered.
“It was troublesome before, and it looks like it still is,” commented Annie.
James decided there was nothing to be done for it. He had completed what he
was supposed to do. His passengers made their connection in Glendale. He got the
homeward bound ones back to Girard. Other things were somebody else’s problem.
The Station Manager must have seen it that way too.
“Put the passenger cars away, then get back to Glendale. See if you can find that
caboose!” the Foreman ordered Frank. So pretty soon Annie and Clarabel were back on
their siding.
James ran back down to Glendale. But, there was no caboose to be seen! The
station manager at Glendale didn’t know where it might have gone either. So, James
returned. Frank re-coupled him to Annie with help from his fireman, then went to report
in.
What a strange, trouble filled day it had been! And, for once, nobody had tried to
unfairly blame James. With any luck, he thought, that diesel would get blamed for all of
it! What a happy way to end the day!
Thomas, meanwhile, was pleased at having had a chance to do some switching.
With all the cars in the wrong places after the mess today, he was sure he would be busy
the next day. For now, he was sitting next to the big freight station, still coupled to the
big heavy lift flat car with its mysterious load. Thomas was sure tomorrow would be
interesting and exciting. He just hoped it wouldn’t be as interesting and exciting as today
had been!
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A Present for the Owner
It was the next morning after a big mysterious flat car and its load came in with
the local freight, pulled by the diesel number 2338, also known as “The Geep.” Thomas
was very curious about the big load on the flat car, which was right behind him. What
could it be? He wondered. Apparently, he wasn’t the only one. Frank and his fireman
came to get Thomas ready to go, and they were wondering too.

“What on earth is it?” Frank’s fireman asked.
“Dunno,” replied Frank. Maybe the Station Manager knows.
The Foreman and Station Manager walked up at just that time, and Thomas,
Frank and his fireman all heard the Foreman ask what the strange cargo was.
“Beats me!” The Station Manager replied. “The paperwork didn’t say. Just that
it’s something for the Owner. Something somebody thought was supposed to be
delivered here.”
“But why at Girard?” the Foreman asked.
“I said I don’t know. But, maybe we ought to find out.”
“What we need to do is finish cleaning up that mess at the Sawmill,” the Foreman
said. “We’d better get started early. I don’t want you to have to pay more overtime.”
“We can use the flat car to haul off the barrels. Once we get it unloaded,” the
Station manager replied.
This seemed like a good idea to the Foreman. Soon the yard workers were on the
job, tearing off the straps and covering to reveal the load. They had some trouble. Not a
surprise, thought Thomas. One of the straps snapped suddenly, and knocked one of the
workers to the ground. But, fortunately, he wasn’t hurt. Thomas wished he could see!
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At one point, a worker was sent to get some big knives to slice open the covering, which
had been tucked in under the heavy load and could not be pulled out easily.
“Well, will you look at that!” one of the workers exclaimed, as the cover fell off
to the side.

“What is it?” asked another man.
“I’ll tell you what it is!” said the Station manager. “It’s just what we don’t need.
A caboose! Why in the name of Sam Hill would someone send a caboose here?”
“Looks like another one of those peculiar English cars” said the Foreman. “Look.
It’s got those bumper things. And, only four wheels.
“A bobber caboose. That’s what it is. And, nothing but trouble, like the rest of
this English stuff,” the Station master commented.
Thomas asked his engineer Frank, “What is it? Is it a Guard Van? A real one?”
Frank answered. “It’s a short caboose. Strange looking.”
“Is this thing supposed to be a coupler?” asked one of the workers.
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The device where a coupler should be had a round loop that projected out, that
moved a bit up and down, and a bar projecting below it with an upward facing hook. It
was the strangest “coupler” anyone had ever seen!
“Even that red engine doesn’t have a coupler that messed up!” said the Foreman.
“How are we going to ever use this?”
“An engine can push it, I suppose” said the Station Manager. “That spring, or
bail, or whatever it is, should act like a bumper. I suppose. Whole thing looks pretty
Useless to me! We’d better go ahead and unload it, though. We need to use this flat
car.”
“How are we going to unload it?” asked one of the workers.
When everybody was quiet for a moment, the same man commented, “I have a
bad feeling about this.”
“I know! We’ll use the crane!” exclaimed the Foreman.
“Good thinking,” replied the Station Manager.
He walked back to the door to his office in the Freight Station. “Miss Becquerel,”
he said. “That filing can wait. That letter of protest to the Owner, too. In fact, just forget
that letter I drafted. Probably not a good idea. You can take the rest of the day off.”
“Oh!” replied the Station Manager’s secretary, surprised. But before she could
say anything else, the Foreman called into the office.
“Oh, Becky,” he said. “We are going to need you! If you have the time. Clock
in, would you?”
“Oh, all right!” returned a woman’s voice, sounding just a bit annoyed.
After several minutes, “Becky” emerged, wearing work clothes, and climbed up
to the top of the crane and into the cab. Meanwhile, the track workers scrambled to juryrig heavy electrical cables in front of Thomas. The cables were laid right across the loop
track! He supposed they were connected to some power source below the drop-off.

The crane’s engine came to life as Becky brought the big magnet over the caboose
on the flat car. An attempt was made to lift the car, which had a metal roof. But the
magnet kept pulling loose.
“Needs more juice,” called Becky, who had stepped out of the cab. “Don’t we
have a type V transformer around here? You must have this just on the auxiliary power.
I want connection to a V. And, crank that baby up all the way!”
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The foreman directed the crew to make it happen. Pretty soon, they reported
back. “Track power from the Glendale grade,” one reported. “On as high as it goes!”
“Make sure nobody tries to go to Glendale,” the Station Manager told the
Foreman. “And have a telegraph sent to Glendale. This would be a bad time to have an
unannounced train show up!”
The crane sprang to life again, with a sound of authority not quite present before.
Accompanied by a loud buzzing, the magnet lowered. Clunk!
“It’s on! Now, raise it up!”
For a moment, up came the caboose. “Get ready; we’ll move the car out from
under,” said Frank. But, before Thomas could move, a crash announced that the car had
fallen.
“What happened?” asked Thomas.
“It fell off to the side. Doesn’t look damaged, though,” replied Frank.
There wasn’t any comment for a few moments.
“I’m sorry! I just didn’t have enough juice for that curved roof, even with the V,”
called Becky from the crane cab’s open door.
“That’s all right,” replied the Station Manager. “Doesn’t look like any damage
was done. Sturdier than some of the other stuff I’ve seen around here. We got it off the
car, anyway. Mostly off.”
“Look! Made in England!” said one of the workers, who was examining the
underside of the fallen car.
“Not China?” asked the Foreman.
“No, this one says England. Metal, and sturdy,” the worker replied. “Except the
wheels. This thing’s not going to work the switches.”
“Good thing it’s sturdy,” said the Foreman. “Shouldn’t hurt just to push it out of
the way. Then move the car. We can use the crane to drag it back onto the tracks.”
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So, it was done. Thomas pulled the flat car forward to get it out of the way, but
that meant he was trapped on the dead end siding. James was brought in to pull the new
caboose out of the way. Thomas was then able to get out. Clarabel had been telling
James about what was happening. He was ready when the Fat Engineer came to get him.

James had no objection to pulling the new guard van. But everyone else was
wondering, how would it be coupled? Of course, James didn’t know this would be a
problem, but the Fat Engineer did. He had some trouble before coupling James even to
normal cars. “Jus’ back up, an’ we’ll figure somethin’ out,” he said.
One of the workers had the idea to lay a piece of scrap rail across the tender’s
buffers, and this succeeded in catching the hook of the guard van’s coupler. With some
ropes to tie it down, James was able to pull the car out of the siding.

He passed Clarabel and Annie, who both giggled. “You have a goods train with
no goods!” remarked Clarabel.
“That’s a goods for nothing train!” laughed Annie.
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James did not see what was all that funny. He was just being Useful!
Meanwhile, Thomas took the flat car over to the sawmill. The work crew got
busy maneuvering the barrels onto the flat car. Becky helped with the crane when heavy
lifting was needed. Spectators at the station watched the show, and they had lots of
interesting comments and suggestions for the workers on how to do the job.

After Thomas was out of the way, James returned the guard van to the end of the
siding next to the goods station where Thomas had been.
“Put it there. That’s as out of the way as we have,” the Station manager directed.
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James left to return to his siding, and the crane was shut down and its wires put
away. Thomas then came around to bring the recovered barrels over to where they
belonged, near the barrel loader. But, Uh Oh! There was a barrel, right in front of him
on the tracks.

Frank said, “No problem, we’ll just push it out of the way.” He probably thought
that it was empty. Thomas was worried, but he couldn’t stop if Frank didn’t want him to.
For a bit, the barrel rolled along in front, but then it caught under Thomas’s buffer bar,
and rolled underneath!
“Oops!” said Frank, and put on the brakes. But, it was a bit too late. Thomas’s
front wheels rose up off the track, into the air! It didn’t feel good, and was embarrassing!

The workmen came over to see what they could do.
“Frank’s got it over a barrel!” one of them commented, and they all laughed.
Thomas didn’t see why this was funny.
“Sorry, fellas. I forgot this engine doesn’t have a cow catcher,” Frank said.
Thomas didn’t see what cows had to do with it. He needed a barrel catcher!
“That’s OK, This is an easy one, for once!” another worker replied. He bashed
the barrel with a big axe, and down came Thomas, back onto the rails. Thomas could see
the siding he was trying to get to right beside him. So near, and then this!
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But, it was not to be so easy. For some reason, when Thomas started forward,
the turnout, the “non-derailing” turnout in front of him, did not work properly! Instead of
flipping to straight, it just vibrated back and forth in the middle, half way! Off the rails
Thomas went! He had gotten used to these switches flipping automatically. One of the
good things here, compared to Sodor. One of the very few good things. The only good
thing? And, now today, along with everything else, even the automatic turnout did not
work! And, of course, this had to happen right in front of the station, with everybody
watching!

Fortunately, Becky was still around. She climbed back up onto the crane.
Workers connected the power jury-rig again. And Thomas was soon returned to the rails.
“One more thing to fix!” remarked the Foreman. “Better not let the local come
today. This switch has to be fixed first. Won’t be a problem for the passenger train.”
“I’ll get off a telegram,” said the Station Manager.
“Looks like some more overtime tonight, boys,” said one of the workers. “We
haven’t even finished cleaning up from yesterday’s mess, much less today’s!”
“That switch has to be fixed!” ordered the Foreman. “Anything else can wait.”
“We can turn off the power, then align it to straight,” suggested one worker.
“Good idea!” the Foreman replied. He went to tell the Station Manager, so that
the local didn’t need to be cancelled.
Frank got Thomas back onto his siding with the flat car. Thomas was happy to be
back. It looked like the barrels were going to wait a day until other things were done.
But, he was worried. This “jury-rig” would close him off from ever getting out again!
“Jury-rig” seemed to be a favorite word around here.

Frank must have understood. “Don’t worry, Thomas,” he said. If we have to, the
switch can be turned manually, once the power is shut off, by rotating the lantern. But, I
expect they’ll have it fixed soon. You heard the Station Manager. It’s top priority.”
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Thomas was relieved. But, then he had another question. “What’s going to
happen to the Guard Van?” he asked.
“The what?”
“The caboose. The ‘Guard Van’ as they call them in England. I saw it when I
came around the loop. I hope we can keep it. Maybe for the local. It has to be better
than that caboose I heard about from yesterday!”
“Oh, right!” replied Frank. “I don’t know. The station manager doesn’t want it,
but it was sent to the Owner. I expect it will be here for a while, anyway.”
“Good,” replied Thomas.
“Matter of fact, I heard something funny,” Frank continued. “A little girl asked
the Station Manager if she could use the caboose as a club house. She said she had a
name for it. The caboose, that is. She said its name was MacAnna. ‘Her’ name. As if
the caboose was another girl. With a Scottish name. Imagine that!”

“Was that little Ann Hood?” asked Thomas.
“Why, yes it was! You know her?”
“Yes. She spoke to me, and was very nice and polite. I hope the Station Manager
lets her have the guard van for a club house, like she asked,” said Thomas.
“Wouldn’t that be dangerous?” asked Frank.
“She’d be at the end of a siding, and nobody ever comes here but me. I’d be very
careful,” Thomas promised.
“Well, I’m not so sure. But, I’ll put in a good word for her,” said Frank.
Thomas wondered. Was this another car from Sodor? Like Annie and Clarabel,
of whom he was very fond, or Henrietta? Or would it be like one of those like that nasty
trucks who caused problems? It, no, she? She was English, made in England, that was
sure. He never had heard the name “MacAnna.” And, there were not all that many guard
vans on Sodor. Maybe from that railroad Donald and Douglas came from. Might this be
a new friend? Or a fiend, like that other caboose? He hoped for the best. Yes, MacAnna
would be a friend, surely. He trusted little Ann Hood. She was definitely a friend.
Surely MacAnna would be one too.
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